An already tough year due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Almost 2000 retailers being sued in 2020. The Food Service Retail continued to be the number one targeted industry with retailers cited the most in digital

Not safe from another lawsuit. Plaintiffs. In short, if you are not accessible you are the same website is targeted multiple times by different

Companies and brands are receiving multiple ADA lawsuits were filed in 2020 against companies using related lawsuits. Sometimes the first is for a website

A company that had already been over the pre-pandemic rate of filing. By the end of 2020, lawsuits increased by over 50%

July, plaintiffs increased the rate of filing. The lockdown in states such as New York affected

More than 1,000 different lawyers across hundreds of

The top three states make up over 90% of cases. The filing state does not represent where defendants are headquartered. If a company does business in any of these states they can be sued in that state. The subject of the claim. This allows UsableNet to keep our
data collected in last two weeks of 2020. Data is based on UsableNet’s research team’s collection content related claims. Video claims demand that all

desktop Websites dominate the overall number
eclipsing more than one a day. News of 2019

data from 2019
during 2020 in these types of cases. Data and
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Why UsableNet?

We make ADA web compliance easier and faster. Learn why

Go to UsableNet.com